Draw-A-Rhyme

When you draw a monster, it is said,
You always begin with his head.

He’ll be able to see when he flies,
If we draw two big bright eyes.

To tell which way the cold wind blows,
Our monster will need a great big nose.

Look to the north and look to the south,
Now we can our monster a mouth.

Some up above and some beneath,
Our monster has lots of teeth.

Now, under his chin, let’s just check,
That’s where we should put his neck.
So he won’t be tipsy-toddy,
Let’s give him a polka dot **body**.

If he really, really begs,
I guess we should give him **legs**.

To make our monster nice and neat,
We’ll have to teach him to wipe his **feet**.

A notice sent by air mail!
We can’t forget the monster’s **tail**.

He isn’t fierce, he isn’t hairy,
But don’t you think he’s a little **scary**?